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Good selection of Far West Gulf articles
Holytsar

The information and what follows is from the piece published in January 4 2006 at the forums of compromat.ru and pravda.info. i

"The Ukrainian public learned about these swindles in spring 2005 from the Prosecutor Genera Stanislav Piskun and the SBU Director Alexander Turchinov. Victor
Yushchenko confirmed their statements 'with bitterness.' But already in September 2005 Piskun and Turchinov had to leave their posts. However, according to the source close
to Turchinov, the ex-Director continues to monitor the situation.

The collected information allows to expand the information, already made public by the press, about the role of the middleman company FAR WEST LTD with headquarters in
Switzerland and the two offshores in Panama: ISOFERT TRADING COMPANY INC and TRANSCHEM INTERNATIONAL INC. ii

According to this information, the opening of the criminal investigation in February 2004 was prompted by the documents which came from Germany. In October 2003, the
Ukrainian businessman Sergei Petrov, iii formerly one of the CIOs of FAR WEST, LTD, turned to German law enforcement agencies. He accused his former companions in
arms smuggling in violation of international agreements and sanctions. iv Specifically, Petrov revealed the shipment of portable SAMs "Igla" to FARC in exchange to 600
kilograms of cocaine in August 2002 through Brazil. Incidentally, one of the participants of this deal was soon after blown up in the suburbs of Moscow. v

Another episode relates to illegal shipments of light arms, mortars and ammunition from Belorussia to Kosovo and Palestinian Autonomy in 2001. These arms were
immediately used by the Albanians in the ethnic conflict in Macedonia and by the Palestinians against Israel.

Petrov also revealed the details of deals with X-55. According to his testimony [sic], out of six missiles shipped to China (with technical documentation) three were meant for
Pakistan. Besides their payments to PROGRESS, the Chinese transferred $3 million through Cyprus to one of the Panamanian offshores, while Pakistan transferred to
another offshore $4 million from Karachi. In case of Iran, besides payments to PROGRESS, the executors [of the deal] in Dubai received two tons of golden ingots. These
ingots were taken from Kuwait to Iraq in 1990, and in December 2002, on the eve of US military operation, were shipped to Iran.

Petrov also revealed a number of arms smuggling episodes in the 1990s, such as:

- arms deliveries to the former Yugoslavia from the Western Army Group of Russia, Ukraine, and Belorussia.
- arms deliveries to Yemen (through Chechnya in May-June 1994) and some African countries with armed conflicts. vi
- arms deliveries to Taliban in Afghanistan in exchange to heroin.
- arms shipments to Saddam Hussein through Belorussia and Syria.
- arms deliveries to Chechen fighters, including a big party of AK rifles from Izhevsk in 1995 and a party of SAMs "Igla" from Ukraine in 1997.

Besides, Petrov informed about the mechanisms of corrupt lobbying for legal arms sales in 1995-2001 from Ukraine and Belorussia of aviation to Yemen, Sudan, and Peru,
and tanks to Sudan and Pakistan. In response to Petrov's information, in December 2003 German special services, together with their French colleagues, interrogated the
head of Far West Ltd. Vladimir Filin, his deputies Yakov Kosman and Sultan Suleimenov and the board members Alexei Likhvintsev, Anton Surikov, and Venezuelan citizen
Alfonso Davidovich. They denied all allegations and explained them by Petrov's mental illness.
A month later Petrov was killed (blown up in his car) in SA. Simultaneously, the Iran-Australian middleman Haider Sarfraz was killed in a strange car accident, while driving in
the defective car of his Turkish companion Ugur Mekhmed [sic] (aka Ruslan Saidov), a member of the Far West Ltd leadership. But by that time the Germans lost interest to
this case having given the information about it to SBU."

This was the part concerning FWL. Here follows the information about Orlov and the Americans. Note that in the piece in The Moscow Times contains not a single word about
the US connection.

"SBU arrested Evdokimov and announced international search for Orlov and Shilenko. The last has disappeared without a trace. As to Orlov, he lived in Karlovy Vara until
August 2004, before he attempted to flee from Czechia to Dubai through Frankfurt. It appears that during those several months [in Chechnya] Orlov bargained with the CIA.
His attempt to escape failed. He was apprehended.

Apparently, during one and half year since his arrest, the Americans were able to come to an agreement with Orlov. According to a source close to Turchinov, he was promised
a minimal sentence in Ukraine where he apparently will be deported. Orlov will give testimony agreed upon with the CIA, which will not politically harm the United States.

Specifically, Orlov will tell about the "gray" deliveries of SAMs "Igla" and the anti-tank systems 9K11 "Fagot" to Georgia from Ukraine through Bulgaria in summer 2004, on the
eve of his arrest. It is possible that this deal was meant as a cover for another, when in March 2004 a large party of SAMs "Igla" was sold to Syria from Ukraine through
Georgia and Lebanon. It was paid for by one Islamist foundation in Saudi Arabia.

Another topic is the lobbying of legal arms deals with "problem" countries, allegedly also known to Orlov. Specifically, it concerns the corrupted mechanisms of access to the
highest levels of power in Moscow for Venezuela, Iran, Yemen, Syria, and Sudan, labeled "outlaw regimes" by Washington. Already after Orlov's arrest, Russia delivered
fighter planes MIG-29 to Sudan and Yemen, and began deliveries of light arms to Venezuela, and signed contracts with Iran and Syria for sales of AA systems. Orlov's trial will
be full of scandal."
??????????

i The owner of compromat.ru, Sergei Gorshkov, removed this information from the board several days later without explanations.
ii On the connection between Far West, Ltd. and these banks, see: http://ru.obkom.net.ua/articles/2005...1647.shtml?rss
iii On Sergei Petrov (aka Serge Rodin), see: his intervew <http://left.ru/burtsev/ops/petrov_en.phtml> and his secretely recorded conversation with the leaders of Far West Ltd.
<http://left.ru/burtsev/ops/bristol_en.phtml>
iv See Petrov's interview at http://left.ru/burtsev/ops/petrov_en.phtml
v His name was Mikhail Vunsh, the owner of the big company OMNIFUD, importer of "Bush's legs." His car was blown on December 2 2002. The driver and the guard were
also killed. Vunsh was close to Petrov and Roman Tsepov, both killed in 2004. According top one source, they wanted to split from Filin and take control of cocaine deliveries
through Petersburg port. On Vunsh's death , see: http://www.vremya.ru/2002/223/3/29858.html
vi On deliveries to Aden, Yemen, see: http://left.ru/burtsev/ops/yasenev_en.phtml
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<strong>Far West, LLC Co-Owner, mentioned in X-55 Scandal, Accuses US Military Intelligence of Using the Hawala Network for Money Laundering and Personal Enrichment
</strong>Mr. Ruslan Saidov (Turkish passport in the name of Ugur Mehmed)--Major of GRU 1 in reserve and co-owner of the "consulting" agency Far West LLC (formerly Far
West Ltd)--has recently accused the high ranking officer of US military intelligence (DIA) Colonel Caleb Temple and his colleagues of running a heroin operation in the Near
East and using the hawala money-transfer system for money laundering.
Just as his business partner Vladimir Filin 2 , Ruslan Saidov has emerged in public domain only recently from that murky anonymous zone where for the last fifteen years or
so, former officers of Soviet secret services have been converting their expertise and connections into wealth, power, and more connections. What is different about Saidov is
that this son of a high-ranking party apparatchik, known for his militant atheism, is a hardcore convert to Muslim fundamentalism and thought to be a representative of the
Muslim Brotherhood's Special Organization in the former Soviet Union. 3
It may seem that Mr. Saidov's credentials make him an unlikely partner of DIA, the CIA, Mossad, MI6 and similar pillars of the Western security state. But the world of late
imperialism creates most strange bedfellows. Especially when things concern Russia, or the Soviet Union before it. Suffices it to recall the well-documented alliance of Islamic
fundamentalists, Osama bin Laden's Maktab al-Khidimat, and the choicest set of Afghan drug lords with the land of the free in the 1980s. Imperialism's war on international
terrorism includes imperialism's use of international terrorism as its proxy for war against Russia. In this war people like Saidov and his friends are invaluable assets. Thus,
according to one source, the CIA contracted Saidov for the liquidation of Abu al-Walid in 2004, when this officer of Saudi General Intelligence Service was about to leave
Chechnya with his men and possibly join the Resistence in Iraq. 4 Recently, however, Saidov's and his Far West, Ltd partner's relations with Western intelligence came under
the stress of Oleg Orlov's affair and the information about Far West, Ltd involvement in illegal arms smuggling, including the sale of Ukrainian X-55 cruise missiles to Iran and
China. 5 Perhaps, this explains Saidov's recent leak about the involvement of US intelligence services in heroin trade and money laundering. Saidov's (and his FWL partners')
own expertise in these activities has been recently the subject of substantial interest in Russian press, including the journalistic investigation by burtsev.ru in the course of
which our intelligence source was killed. 6 What follows is an excerpt from Saidov's article about the recent reports in British press that Iran provides training camps for
Chechen terrorists. 7 We hope that this information can be of interest to researches and all people of good will who believe that something is terribly wrong with the world
where under the pretext of state security, cliques, unaccountable to the people, run amok and bring us ever closer to the brink of mutual annihilation.
Research group burtsev.ru
02.01.06
<...>
The hypocrisy of Western politicians and propagandists is well known. Just consider the public statements by US officials that hawala (a Muslim form of money transfers based
on trust) is the most important money-transfer service used for financing terrorists and includes the financial and the banking systems of Dubai and Pakistan, where allegedly
regulation and control of financial markets are practically non-existent. This is what the senior officer of the Defense Intelligence Agency, Caleb Temple, told about the
mechanism of hawala. He alleged that the money, moved through hawala, come from Syria (from smuggling), as well as from wealthy extremists and charities in Europe and
the Middle East. Supposedly, also U.S. money is moved, by way of hawala, to terrorists in Iraq. 8
It is noteworthy that Americans do not mention that smuggling through Syria and Lebanon comes through the US occupied Iraq where it is brought by US military transport
planes from Afghanistan via the US base in Qatar. In the Sunni Triangle the agents of US secret services give this smuggled goods, or, to put it simply, the Afghan heroin, to
those very terrorists who they supposedly fight, but in reality provoke religious strife between the Iraqi Sunni and Shiia communities. As to the money which Colonel Temple's
colleagues in DIA and the CIA receive for their part in heroin traffic through Iraq, Syria, and Lebanon, they laundry this money exactly through hawala in Pakistan and Dubai. I
can even name those who do this and through what financial institutions.
So the Americans will be well advised to think before making statements about Syria, hawala, Iran, or, for instance, about the Philippines terrorist organization Abu-Sayyaf.
After all, this organization was created in the early 1990s by the Philippine military intelligence closely supervised by DIA and the CIA. As it was proved in the Philippines court,
this organization was for a long time headed by an officer of this military intelligence. It was also established that several years prior to 9/11 this officer discussed in Manila
plans for an aerial attack against the WTC Towers not with the representatives of Osama bin Laden, but with one ultra-right US organization, whose member, Timothy
McVeigh, soon afterwards blew up the federal building in Oklahoma City, killing hundreds of people. This discussion was conducted on the initiative of the Americans. 9
End quote.
??????????

1 GRURussian abbreviation for the Main Intelligence Directorate of the General Staff of Defense Ministry.
2 On Vladimir Filin, see our publication Narcobarons from the CIA and MI-6. Interview with Vladimir Filin and also the so-called Yasenev's Memo and Peter Dale Scott's
pathbreaking essay The Global Drug Meta-Group<img border="0" alt="" src="http://deeppoliticsforum.com/forums/images/smilies/biggrin.png">rugs, Managed Violence, and
the Russian 9/11. Lobster. The Journal of Parapolitics: <http://lobster-magazine.co.uk/articles/global-drug.htm>
3 Sources on Saidov's career and biography include Yasenev's Memo (English), Conversations with Armen (Russian), Saidov's Rehersal (Russian), Saidov's own article
Beslan oplachen na Rublevke (Russian).
4 Yasenev's Memo, also quoted in Peter Dale Scott The Global Drug Meta-GroupDrugs, Managed Violence, and the Russian 9/11
5 New Information on the Involvement of Far West, Ltd in Illegal Arms Smuggling &lthttp://left.ru/burtsev/ops/x-55en.phtml>
6 The officer of Russian military intelligence Armen Sarkisian was killed on July 27, 2005 in Dagestan. See Conversations with Armen (Russian)
7 Ruslan Saidov, Information of British Media that Iran trains Chechens in terrorism Is 100% Lie. Pravda.info, 11.29.05: http://forum.msk.ru/material/news/5275.html
8
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Alfonso Davidovich Ochoa
 Alfonso Davidovich Ochoa. Photo courtesy Pravda-info From the dossier compiled by burtsev.ru

1.The first reference to Alfonso Davidovich occurs in the articles on the conspiracy in Cote d'Azur, published in of 1999-2000 in Russian. The first article was published by the
tabloid Versiya on August 3, 1999. According to the article, signed by Andrei Batumskii, the information came from French intelligence and a French professor,a well-known
political scientist, specialist on Russian defense, security and organized crime. He is well-known by the work he contracts from French government, including French
counterintelligence.
In the second article of July 4, 2000, Versiya added to its sources Israeli intelligence.
According to this information--it was clarified in the second Versiya article a year later--a Venezuelan banker Alfonso Davidovich settled at Adnan Hashoggis villa in Boulier in
June 1999, together with his young black female secretary. In Latin American press, he is said to be responsible for laundering the funds of the Columbian left insurrection
organization FARC, which carries out an armed struggle with the official authorities, supported by the narcotics business.
2.The above information about Davidovich was quoted by John Dunlop in Storm in Moscow (October 2004, http://www.sais-jhu.edu/programs/res/papers/Dunlop paper.pdf). To
this Dunlop adds a bit of new information from the so-called Yasenevs memo at compromat.ru, that was published only two months after Dunlops essay (?!). Dunlops footnote
says: The article Rossiyu zhdet oranzhevaya revolytsiya, compormat.ru, 17 December 2004 reports that Davidovich lives in Munich and enjoys both German and Venezuelan
citizenship. He is also said to be personally acquainted with international arms dealer Khashoggi. 1
Note: In Versiyas and Dunlops articles, Davidovichs last name Ochoa is not mentioned. Armen Sarkisian observed that the first time the surname Ochoa was added to Alfonso
Davidovich in the Pravda.info announcement of May 3, 2005 about the meeting of the board of directors of Far West, Ltd. That took place in hotel Ritz Carlton in Dubai on May
2. At this meeting FWL and Pravda.info exchanged assets (whatever it means) and the Venezuelan political scientists Alfonso Davidovich Ochoa was mentioned as the member
of the FWL board of directors and the editorial board of Pravda.info. His photo was attached to this announcement.
3.According to Armen Sarkisian, he saw a few neutral references to Davidovich and Lybia on German sites several years ago, then they disappeared from the Web.
4.Information on Davidovich in the documents published at compromat.ru in 2003-04.
Alfonso Davidovich Ochoa, b. 1948. Venezuelan. His grandfather was from Kiev. Has German and Venezuelan citizenship. For the last 10 years resides in Munich. Owns banks
and companies in the Barbados, the Caymans, and other offshores. It was said that in 1999 Davidovich was accused in press of smuggling arms to Zapatistas and money
laundering for Colombian mafia. Finances anti-globalization movement.
In 1977 he went through special training in the GRU school in Privolnoe (Nikolaevskaya oblast) USSR, and in East Germany. Has friendly relations with Hugo Chavez, and is
acquainted with Fidel Castro, Marcus Wolf and Adnan Hashoggi. Has many contacts in Colombia, including FARC.
5. Latest Information about Alfonso Davidovich Ochoa
According to one anonymous source, Davidovich manages 30% of Far West, Ltd voting stock which belongs to Petroleos de Venezuela S.A. (Venezuela). 2
From Conversations with Armen

"In 1977 he [Davidovich] came to USSR in a group of six Cubans. He had a passport in the name of Jose Rodriguez, Captain of the Cuban Army. From 1981 to 1988 he visited
the SU four times: three times as Jose Alva, Colombian citizen, one as Cuban Jose Rodriguez. That last time he accompanied General Arnaldo Ochoa. From 1995 to 2005 he
visited Russia six times under his real name in his German passport."
[The FARC connection strongly bothered us and I told Armen about this. Here is his answer.]
The information about FARC participating in the OPS business has been confirmed. 3 Lets not idealize this organization. There are different people in FARC and they have
problems with financing. Also recall the trial of the Cuban generals Francisco [sic] Ochoa and De La Guardia. Ten or fifteen years ago they were sentenced by a Cuban court
and executed for smuggling cocaine from Colombia to the US through Cuba. (There was much information about this trial, including in the official Cuban press. Fidel Castro
talk about that). Another matter, that the US, while accusing FARC of protecting narcobusiness, does not say anything about the ultra-right death squadrons, the police and the
Colombian army whose share in narcotrafficking is much bigger than FARCs.
I spoke to man who knows Latin American problems and the real reasons for Filins stay in Colombia in 1988-90 on Gusevs orders. 4 This is what he told me. Since the 1970s
Gusev was acquainted with the Cuban General Arnaldo Ochoa. They met in Angola and Ethiopia. When in 1988-89 Fidel Castro decided to liquidate the Ochoade la Guardia
business, their men in Colombia, together with their contacts within FARC, began to restructure narcotraffic. Ochoa, at that time not yet under arrest, asked General Gusev for
technical assistance. Filins trip was related to this, though overtly he went to Colombia on a different assignment. It was at this time that Filin got acquainted with Davidovich
(Alfonso Davidovich Ochoa) who served as a liaisonin the triangle: Arnaldo Ochoahis agents in FARCPablo Escobar and the brothers Ochoa (namesakes of the general and
Davidovich) from the Medellin Cartel.
In addition, Davidovich always had direct access to Gusev since he had gone through training in the USSR. My interlocutor told me that some of Arnaldo Ochoas men have
continued in the Colombian guerrilla organizations until the present day and formed the basis for the Colombian scheme of the OPS. 5
Armen continues on Davidovich and FARC in another message:
One of my acquaintances saw the information on the Ochoa--La Guardia affair that Castro sent to the Soviets. According to this information, the organized criminal society was
formed by Ochoa and La Guardia in the early 1980s and included elements from the Cuban army and secret services. Some of them were in Colombia, in FARC. Arnaldo Ochoa
ordered them to organize a channel for cocaine traffic to the United States. His agents and their Colombian associates (or agents) made an agreement with Medellin cartel to ship
cocaine to Cuba by sea or air. From Cuba, Ochoa and La Guardia shipped this cocaine to the United States, either to Miami, where Ochoa had his agents in the emigre
community, or to Nicaragua (where Ochoa also had his men) and then through Honduras by air to the States. According to Castros information, for this operation Arnaldo Ochoa
and La Guardia established business contacts with the CIA agents. After the trial in Havana, Castro attempted to recall Ochoas men in FARC, Miami, and Nicaragua in order to
put them on trial. But they disobeyed and went out of the Cuban command. This was the reason that Castro gave to the Soviet leadership for his drastic cuts in the Cuban
financing of FARC. According to my acquaintance, it was then that FARC went to self-financing.
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<strong>Davidovich finances anti-globalization movement. (!?)
</strong>Vadim: I just dont understand: What for Davidovich would support antiglobalist movement and in such a way that nobody knows about that?
Armen: Ask yourself: Why Davidovich supports antiglobalist Kagarlitsky? I am not a specialist in world antiglobalism, but I suppose that those whom he supports are
antiglobalists of the same sort as Kagarlitsky. This is called hostile penetration with the goal of taking control.

On IPROG and Venezuela. 6
Armen wrote:
"At Surikovs request, Davidovich helped Kagarlitsky and Glinchikova to infiltrate Hugo Chavezs circle. Perhaps they got acquainted with Chavezs assistants on their own, but it
was Davidovich who recommended that Venezuelans work closely with IPROG. That included Chavezs appearance at the meeting organized by Kagarlitsky during Chavezs
visit in Moscow. The Russians, through their diplomatic channels, tried to dissuade the Venezuelans from this meeting. But [Davidovichs] lobbying was so strong that it almost
came to a scandal."
Vadim: "Is that so? I recently heard rumors that there were plans to assassinate Chavez. Could Glinchikova by chance be involved in this <img border="0" alt=""
src="http://deeppoliticsforum.com/forums/images/smilies/smile.png">) Anyway I hope Chavezs security service knows about Surikovs US connections. Troubles of this kind
can come from unexpected directions."
"From the very beginning, the OPS was intended for profitable criminal activities. Money is all for them . As to politics, it is used to help their business. Look at these two
articles from the vantage point of their 'commercial interest.' Surikov's 'The Real President' was published in December 2004, when the preparations for the Russian-
Venezuelan deal sell Kalashnikov rifles was close to completion. The middleman was Davidovich. The amount of the deal - $40-50 million. Clearly, the OPS was very
interested to get in favor with Chavez at that time. One way to achieve this is to praise him in press. According to our information, right after 'The Real President' was published
Surikov told Kagarlitsky to get it translated and take to Venezuelan Embassy. Afterwards, when Kagarlitsly with Glinchikova went to Caracas he took the translation with him
and showed it to Chavez' advisers. In other words, the addressee of Surikov's article was the Venezuelans, rather than our leftists about whom Surikov does not give a damn
(that was before his "Kasianov" project)."
On Davidovichs functions within the OPS
Armen: "Davidovich is responsible for FWL representation in Colombia, they have office in Bogot. He is also responsible for Venezuela. OPS needs Venezuela for trafficking."
"The distribution of responsibilities in the OPS as follows. Filin, partly Likhvintsev, Davidovich, and Kosman, the four of them are at the top and excersize general leadership.
Filin is responsible for the headquarters of Far West, Ltd. in Switzerland. Filin and Davidovich are responsible for purchasing cocaine in Colombia and the FLW office in
Bogot.Likhvintsev is responsible for cocaine traffic through the port of St. Petersburg and its delivery to the Azeris. Saidov is in contact with Jamaat Shariat and is responsible
for purchasing Afghan heroin coming through Turkmenistan to Dagestan. He is also responsible for the port of Novorossiisk and the FWL office in the Crimea. Surikov is
responsible for contacts with Hizb-ut-Tahrir in Udmurtia, Tatarstan and Bashkiria, as well as for purchasing there the Afghan heroin that comes through Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan. He is also responsible for the FWL office in Izhevsk 7 and for shipping of "special merchandise" (i.e.,. heroin - burtsev.ru) to the port of Novorossiisk (for this he
uses the Adygei ethnic criminal group). Kosman is responsible for the transfer of the heroine, delivered to Europe from the Novorossiisk, to Kosovo Albanians in Mediterranean
and for the FWL office in Kosovo. Filin, Kosman, and Davidovich are responsible for financial transactions related to drug trafficking and for laundering the proceeds in
Caribbean offshores. Saidov is responsible for financial transactions and money laundering in the Gulf and for the FLW office in Dubai. Filin and Likhvintsev are in
communication with their accomplices in their former directorate (GRU - burtsev.ru). Likhvintsev is in contact with their "protection" at "the top" (in the Kremlin - burtsev.ru).
Butkevichius supervises the FWL office in Georgia and is responsible for the OPS communication with Berezovsky and Patarkatsishvili. Surikov is responsible for receiving
intelligence from the corrupted officers of secret services about the information which these services gather about the OPS and their competitors. Surikov (and Baranov) is also
responsible for politics, informational campaigns in mass media (presently Filin, Saidov, and Roeva also take part in these activities) and for communication with YUKOS
(through Kondaurov). Lunev is responsible for physical actions against their opponents. He is also responsible for the FWL offices in Iraq and Afghanistan and for their
business there with KBR/Halliburton (formerly headed by Dick Cheney), hiring for them mercenaries. They closed their office in Angola. Before, Likvintsev was responsible for
it. Filin and Surikov are responsible for their connections in the United States, Davidovich with Venezuela, Saidov with Saudi Arabia, Saidov and Surikov with Turkey, Saidov
with the Chechens and Hizb ut-Tahrir in Central Asia."
On Davidovich and Russian Arms Sale to Venezuela
From Zurab Sikharulidze 8 :
Ochoa visited Izhevsk [where the Kalashnikovs are made] in connection with the sale of 100,000 Kalashnikovs AK-130 for $40 million. The manufacturer is the Izhevsk factory
Izhmash.
He was accompanied by Vladimir Filin, Alexei Likhvintsev and Anton Surikov. Surikov comes to our city often, because he oversees the office of Far West Ltd. In
Udmurtia,Tatarstan, and Bashkiria (Natalia Roeva is in charge of this office).
Armen's last Message
Final Information
From Armen, 21:25:50 17/07/2005
For the time being this is the last communication from us.
1. Fritz Ermarth is indeed the most important contact of the OPS in the United States. 9
2. According to our source who knows the situation with the foreign assets of the OPS, in 2000 up to 90 percent of their assets were in Europe (Switzerland, Luxembourg,
England, and France) and in offshores - former British colonies in the Western hemisphere.
Recently (apparently being afraid of having problems in the West, what Filin and Surikov have been writing about lately) the OPS had transfered up to two thirds of their assets
to the Gulf (Dubai, Bahrain, Qatar, Saudi Arabia). Another 20 percent has been moved to South America (Brazil, Ecuador, Colombia, Venezuela), Turkey and Ukraine. Only
less than 15 percent of all their assets still remain in England, Switzerland and Caribbean offshores. They have moved everything from France and Luxembourg.In the United
States and Russia they never had any serious assets. 10
One can judge from this information on what external powers (besides the United States) they depend.
3.Audrius Butkevichius was a military adviser to the late Laurent Kabila, when he was coming to power in the late 1990s in Zaire-Congo.
On this we temporarily stop our communication with you. We are waiting for your publications and wish you success.
Armen and Zurab
??????????
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1 On Dunlop's suppression of the explosive contents of Yasenev's Memo, see Peter Dale Scott, The Global Drug Meta-Group: Drugs, Managed Violence, and the Russian 9/11
<http://www.lobster-magazine.co.uk/ar...lobal-drug.htm>
2 "Swiss: O??? "Far West Ltd" ? ????????? ??????" &lthttp://left.ru/burtsev/ops/sanitarlesa.phtml>
3 OPS - Russian abbreviation for Organized Criminal Society.
4 Vladimir Ilyich Filin (b. 1959)-- Russian military oligarch, the "Head of the Board of Directors" of Far West, LLC (formerly Far West ,Ltd) allegedly the leader of the
international criminal society, formed by a group of former officers and agents of the Main Intelligence Directorate of the Soviet General Staff (GRU) in the early 1990s. More
on this society, see Peter Dale Scott, The Global Drug Meta-Group: Drugs, Managed Violence, and the Russian 9/11 <http://www.lobster-magazine.co.uk/ar...lobal-drug.htm>
5 General Yuri Gusev was the second in command in GRU. He was the "godfather" of OPS, died in 1992 in a strange car accident in Moscow. Vladimir Filin, the brain of the
OPS and the president of FWL, took over after Gusev's death. It was Filin with who Armen and Zurab talked in Switzerland.
6 IPROG -- Institute for Globalization Studies (Moscow), established by Mikhail Deliagin, Mikhail Kasianov's associate, in 2000. Since 2002 its director is Boris Kagarlitsky,
well-known in the West as leftist. According to some sources, IPROG has been financed by Berezovsky, YUKOS, and Far West, Ltd. Three directors and owners of FWL,
Vladimir Filin, Ruslan Saidov, and Anton Surikov, are listed at the IPROG masthead as "experts," "historians," and "senior researchers."
7 Izhevsk -- the capital city of Udmurtia and the site of Izhmash, one of the biggest arm manufacturer in Russia. One of the strongholds of the OPS.
8 Zurab Sikharulidze, officer in Armen's unit, assigned to investigate the activities of Far West, Ltd. in Udmurtia, where it is said to be involved in drug trafficking, arms
smuggling, and organizing underground cells of the extremist Islamic organization Hizb ut-Tahrir. Apparently was stationed in the city of Izhevsk. Together with another officer
of their unit, Mikhail Konovalov, was fired from the service and blacklisted in August 2006 after the murder of Armen Sarkisian.
9 Fritz Ermarth - a "nuclear whiz kid" and a master of intelligence con game has been an influential figure in the US intelligence community for the last 20-25 years. Served in
the CIA, NSC, and NIC. Officially retired in 1998. Said to have 5 percent of voting stock in Far West, Ltd. Long-time associate of Anton Surikov.
10 This information has been recently confirmed by Vladimir Filin, who announced the withdrawl of FWL from Europe, citing the fear of criminal persecution by US law
enforcement for the alleged participation of FWL in the illegal sale of X-55 cruise missiles to Iran and China in 2001. See: "The CIA and Israeli Intelligence Conduct Big
Operation." By Vladimir Filin < http://forum.msk.ru/material/fpolitic/7221.html >
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Andrei Petrov and Valentin Zorin
Academician Anton Surikov Confirms Professor Peter Dale Scott's "Prishtina Dash" Hypothesis
In his recent ground-breaking essay "The Global Drug Meta-Group: Drugs, Managed Violence, and the Russian 9/11," Peter Dale Scott takes a further step from our conclusion
that the so-called 1999 "conspiracy" in Cote d'Azur between the Chechen warlord Shamil Basaev and the head of Yeltsin's administration Alexandr Voloshin had to do with the
prior surprise arrival of Russian paratroopers in Prishtina. The "mad dash" of Russian motorized column reached the Slatina airport on June 11, 1999. Several days later a
colorful company began to assemble in Adnan Khashoggi's villa near Nice. As has been established since then, besides Voloshin and Basaev this group included:

1. four co-owners of the "consulting" agency Far West, Ltd.(FWL)--recently renamed as Far West, LLC--which did business with private military companies KBR
Halliburton and Diligence LLC among others;

1. these co-owners were also former officers of the Main Intelligence Directorate of the Soviet/Russian General Staff (GRU). They were Ret. Colonel Anton Surikov
(Turkish citizen Mansur Natkhoev) and Ret. Major Ruslan Saidov (Turkish citizen Ugur Mehmed). Two other co-owners of FWL, Alfonso Davidovich Ochoa
(Venezuelan and German passports) and Yakov Abramovich Kosman (Israeli and German passports), were former (?) secret agents of GRU. 1

2. Alleged leaders and bankers of an international drug trafficking organization delivering huge quantities of Afghan heroin to Kosovo Albanian retail networks in Western
and Central Europe: Alfonso Davidovich, Yakov Kosman, Anton Surikov, Ruslan Saidov.

3. Supposedly, at least three "controllers" of the Abkhazian heroin "line": Ruslan "Malysh" Tsveiba, 2 Gary Aiba, head of the influential veteran organization and former
mayor of Sukhumi, 3 Sultan Sosnaliev, deputy minister of Abkhazian defense. 4

In our June 2005 investigative essay "Bad Actors in IPROG: The Devil's Dozen," we linked the meeting at Hashoggi's to the new geopolitical situation in the Balkans after the
Prishtina dash:
What could such a motley lot have been negotiating in the summer of 1999? We believe that these negotiations were related to a dramatic change in the situation in the Balkans.
It included the NATO occupation of Kosovo, the KLA coming to power, and the famous dash by the Russian armored column to Prishtina and their seizure of the main airport,
which promised an extended presence by Russian troops in Kosovo and even the possibility of a Russian sector in the province. Thus the international narcotrafficking, targeting
Europe, faced a radically new situation, that opened new possibilities; but this also required new agreements between the regulators and curators of narcotraffic, and therefore,
new guarantees or protection from the highest instances. 5
Building on this reading of the conspiracy in Nice, Professor Peter Dale Scott went further and all but suggested that the Prishtina dash itself could have been be driven by the
imperatives of drug trade. He observed that
Within a year of the troops' arrival, by 2000, according to DEA statistics, Afghan heroin accounted for almost 20 percent of the heroin seized in the United States nearly double
the percentage taken four years earlier. Much of it was now distributed in America by Kosovar Albanians.
It is significant therefore, he continued, that
The `Pristina dash' by Russian parachutists in 1999 during the Kosovo crisis (the purpose of the `dash' was to force NATO to guarantee for Russia a separate sector of
responsibility in Kosovo) was organized by the head of the General Staff, Anatoly Kvashnin, and his deputy, Leonid Ivashov, without the knowledge of minister of defense Igor
Sergeyev and most likely without Yeltsin's knowledge.
While the question of whether Sergeev did or did not know about Kvashnin's operation remains a matter of some debate, there could not be any doubt that Yeltsin and his closest
circle did know and sanctioned it. Virtually all sources, including Ivashov, confirm this. It is also clear that Kvashnin could not communicate with Yeltsin directly, but only
through the powerful head of his administration Alexander Voloshin, the most trusted member of the Family. It can be assumed therefore that had the Prishtina dash was
conceived, at least in part, as the means to establish a secure hub for moving Afghan heroin to Europe through the network of the Russian Ministry of Defense, Voloshin would
have been in the know from the very beginning and would actually be the guarantor of the Kremlin roof (protection) for Kvashnin and the obshchak of the GRU and Ministry of
Defense. 6
On February 8, 2006 Pravda-info, the Internet newspaper that belongs to Far West, LLC, published Anton Surikov's article "The Government of the United States Is Seriously
Concerned about the Safety of CIA Analyst," in which he reveals the following information about the then executive director of Far West, Ltd. and the alleged leader of the drug
meta-group, the military oligarch Vladimir Ilyich Filin.
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"When V. I. Filin, who was at that time in Belgrade, learned about the advance of [Russian]peace keepers towards Prishtina he, together with Colonel V. S. Kovalchuk 7 , went
to Kosovo on their own risk, unarmed and without bodyguards. They arrived there several hours before our paratroopers. They used this time to get in touch with the field
commanders of KLA and received personal guarantees from Hashim Thaci and Ramush Haradinaj that there would be no provocations against the Russian peacekeepres on
the part of Albanians." 8
It goes without saying that under the conditions of the strictest secrecy that surrounded the planning and the execution of the Prishtina dash, Filin could not be acting other
than on Kvashnin's personal orders. Yet Filin retired from the army in 1993. His ties to Kvashnin were therefore informal, outside of the chain of command. Yet his role in the
operation was clearly planned in advance. Moreover, it is clear that Filin had been not only acquainted with Thaci and Haradinaj but must have had some leverage with them in
order to obtain such extraordinary guarantees at the moment when these KLA leaders were themselves caught by surprise. As we know now, Filin's own relations with the KLA
operatives and business fronts dated back to 1990-93, when he and Alexei Likhvintsev, future co-owner of Far West, Ltd, were on a special and very sensitive assignment in
East Germany to sell the property of the Western Group of the Soviet Army. It was then that the first shipments of Afghan heroin were moved to Europe through the Ministry of
Defense installations and sold to Kosovo Albanian drug dealers. It has been also reported that another member of Filin's group, Yakov Kosman, served as financial adviser to
Hashim Thaci in 1997-2000. 9 Finally, it is also noteworthy that Ramush Haradinaj is widely believed to have been the key CIA man in the KLA hierarchy and that Filin's and
his associates' own ties to the US, British, and Saudi intelligence have been recently the subject of substantial interest in Russian press. 10
To conclude, in conjunction with the facts already known, Anton Surikov's information about Vladimir Filin's involvement in the Prishtina dash operation provides important
evidence in favor of Peter Dale Scott's suggestion that this geopolitical operation had a secret drug dimension and could have been even primarily motivated by the
imperatives of the global drug trade now inseparable from those of geopolitics.
??????????

1 More on Davidovich, see: in Vadim Stolz, Conversations with Armen. (Excerpts) <http://left.ru/burtsev/ops/armen_excerpts.phtml>
2 Tsveiba was listed by Georgian authorities as guilty of "genocide" during the Georgian-Abkhazian war 1992-93. Killed in January 2000.
3 Aiba was assassinated in Sukhumi in 2004. According to printed sources he was close associate of Ruslan Saidov, who at the time was involved in anti-Russian activities in
Abkhazia. Circumstantial evidence suggest that in Abkhazia he worked in close coordination with another member of the alleged criminal society, Audrius Butkevicius , who at
than time was in Georgia , organizing the "revolution of the roses" on behalf of KBR Halliburton and the "Dick Cheney cabal" in Washington.
4 On the Abkhazian connection of the so-called Chechen group of narco-traffickers, see Anton Surikov's paper Crime in Russia: international implications. Published in 1995 by
Brassey's for the Centre for Defence Studies, University of London. Surikov's account is disinformation in respect of names and affiliations.
5 See in Russian, Bad Actors in IPROG: The Devil's Dozen. Left.ru (June 2005) <http://www.left.ru/2005/10/burtsev127.html>
6 Obshchak - criminal argo for thieves' shared monetary fund. It is widely believed that every powerful state organization in Russia supports such a fund with the proceeds
from racket or protection of criminal activities. According to secretly taped conversations which Sergei Petrov, former member of the alleged criminal society led by Vladimir
Filin, submitted to German and French law enforcement bodies in the fall of 2003, the Afghan heroine business directed through Kosovo by Filin's network brought about $200-
250 million per year into the coffers of the GRU obshchak. See, the Hilton transcript <http://left.ru/burtsev/ops/hilton_en.phtml>
7 Colonel Valentin Kovalchuk is the head of Filin's personal security. Believed to have accompanied Filin and his family in their recent relocation from Lausanne, Switzerland to
San Paolo, Brazil. As the reason for this move, Filin cited his fear of criminal persecution by the US law enforcement for his and Ruslan Saidov's alleged role in smuggling
strategic cruise missiles X-55 from Ukraine to Iran and China in 2001.
8 Anton Surikov, "The Government of the United States Is Seriously Concerned about the Safety of CIA Analyst." Pravda-info, 02.08.2006 &lt<a
href="http://forum.msk.ru/material/power/7495.html>" target="_new" rel="nofollow">http://forum.msk.ru/material/power/7495.html></a>]
9 See, Yasenev's Memo &lthttp://left.ru/burtsev/ops/yasenev_en.phtml>
10 On Haradinaj's war crimes and involvement with drug trafficking, see: "KOSOVO LIBERATION ARMY"Freedom Fighters or.... By Banja Luka. Reporter Magazine, issue
190, December 12, 2001 <http://www.kosovo.com/ramush.html>. On Filin's group, and, in particular, Anton Surikov's ties to Western Intelligence, see: Yasenev's Memo
<http://left.ru/burtsev/ops/yasenev_en.phtml>; Vadim Stolz, Did the CIA Order "People's" Referendum in Russia? (In Russian), Left.ru (January 2006)
<http://left.ru/2005/15/referendum132.phtml>; Valentin Zorin and Vadim Stolz, Saidov's Rehersal, Left.ru (January, 2006) <http://left.ru/2005/15/rehersal132.phtml>; Bad Actors
in IPROG: The Raid Left.ru (July 2005) <http://www.left.ru/2005/11/burtsev128.html>
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Far West, Ltd. Leaves Europe Under the Threat of Criminal Persecution. Renamed Far West, LLC
Last week, Pravda.info published the article "The CIA and Israeli Intelligence Conduct Big Operation" by the military oligarch Vladimir Filin, head of the controversial
consulting agency Far West, Ltd., which has become recently the subject of substantial interest in Russian investigative journalism and internationally. 1
In his article Vladimir Filin alleged that the US and Israel wanted to compromise Russia's arms trade with countries like Iran, Syria, Venezuela, and other pariah states in
Washington's parlance. Most interesting is Filin's announcement about his company's exodus from the West. We quote.
"External pressure on the Kremlin is strong and open, but not always successful. Therefore the US and Israel need new means for pressuring [Russia]. Specifically, there has
been a decision made to discredit the mechanism of political decisions in Russian arms trade by portraying it as corrupted. Supposedly, Venezuela, Syria, Iran, Sudan and other
"outcast countries" pay bribes to the Kremlin through some alleged middlemen to get political approval for arms contracts. I don't know anything about such bribes. I assume
they do not exist. But this is not important for the CIA and Mossad. All they need is to find a convenient candidate for the role of the alleged middleman, make him testify, and
then to spin the scandal in the unprincipled international mass media. It is well-known how skillfully Western press demonizes businessmen from the former Soviet Union
without any proof [of their guilt]. It suffices to recall the unbridled campaign of slanders against such a law-abiding person as Victor Bout, who was turned into an international
outcast.
Nowadays, the CIA and Mossad are trying to do something similar with the agency Far West LLC (formerly "Far West Ltd") now by threatening it, now promising all kind of
rewards for "cooperation."
Simultaneously, in the West, Ukraine, and Russia, the US and Israeli intelligence services and their agents of influence in Kiev and Moscow have started a campaign of
psychological pressure against "Far West LLC." In the Internet they've been creating a reference base, both in Russian and English, for the planned publications in leading
Western media outlets, which usually serve as a prelude for criminal investigations and arrests.
Under these conditions, the leadership of "Far West LLC"--who does not wish to smear themselves and to play into the hands of the enemies of mankind--the United Sates,
NATO, and Israel--have transferred the management of the agency from Europe to the United Arab Emirates, Brazil, Turkey, Iran, and Ukraine, that is to those countries where
the blatant provocations of the US and Mossad are less easy to conduct and where extradition is impossible unless in the form of kidnapping and other illegal activities.
At the same time those in the Kremlin must clearly understand that no private structure by itself, without support can oppose the state, especially such powerful as the United
States and Israel."
End quote.
According to a later announcement by Pravda-info, Vladimir Filin moved from Lausanne, Switzerland to San Paulo, Brazil, where he joined a number of companies and
business ventures. 2
??????????

1 See, Peter Dale Scott, The Global Drug Meta-Group: Drugs, Managed Violence, and the Russian 9/11. Lobster. The Journal of Parapolitics <http://www.lobster-
magazine.co.uk/articles/global-drug.htm>
2 See, the masthead of Pravda-info at <http://forum.msk.ru/author/19.html >
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FarWest, LLC Eliminates the Key Witness in the X-55 WMD Deal: Preventive Liquidation of Oleg Orlov in the Light of 2008
One thing the Russian citizen Oleg Orlov knew for sure when he was about to board the flight from Prague to Dubai in August 2004 was that he wanted to put as many miles as
possible between himself and Kiev or for that matter Moscow. He did not get to Dubai that day or ever since. The Czech police arrested Orlov in the airport on the international
warrant and put in the prison, charging Orlov with smuggling to Iran several Ukrainian cruise missiles, capable of delivering 200-kiloton nuclear charge to targets 3000
kilometers away. For a year or so Orlov fought his extradition to Ukraine, surviving an assassination attempt and a stroke. He knew he would be killed in Kiev. The CIA team
that was interrogating him in the prison knew this too and used Orlov's fear to blackmail him into talking to them. Then Orlov was brought to Kiev...
There was virtually no information about Orlov since then. Only unconfirmed rumors that he was very sick and hardly able to speak.
Then, on July 5 an brief anonymous announcement was published in stringer.ru that Orlov was murdered. For almost two weeks Ukrainian authorities kept silent and ignored
even the official inquiry of Russian Foreign Office about Orlov's fate. Finally, Kiev announced that Orlov was throttled to death by another inmate in the Kiev detention center.
However, some details that have emerged since then, strongly suggest foul play.
The investigative article by the Moscow editorial board of burtsev.ru claims that--according to their sources who are close to Ukrainian secret services and identified only as the
intelligence team 'Yaroslav Galan'-- Orlov's liquidation was an outcome of the long struggle between Yulia Timoshenko and her close advisors and a group of senior officers of
Ukrainian military intelligence (GUR). The article identifies the latter as Generals Vladimir Filin and Alexei Likhvintsev and names as their allies the present headt of GUR
General Alexander Galaka, as well as the former head of Ukrainian Security Service (SBU) and GUR General Igor Smeshko. This group of Ukrainian intelligence heads is
thought to compose the Ukrainian branch of the consulting agency FarWest, LLC (formerly -- FarWest, LTD) with the central office in Dubai, which has been linked to the sale
of X-55 to Iran and China.
According to the Yaroslav Galan team, Timoshenko was angry at the GRU chefs for their role in her losing the post of the premier last summer, when Filin and Likhvintsev
arranged for the head of the Social-Democratic Party Alexander Moroz' switching sides and going over to Yanukovich. As the result the governing coalition lost the majority and
the supposedly pro-Russian Party of the Regions formed the new government by anti-crisis coalition bretween Yanukovich, Moroz, and the communists. Other reasons given for
the feud are control of secret funds and political disagreements. Filin is afraid that Timoshenko's open anti-Russian stance could lead to Ukraine being split into two, with its
industrial Eastern parts and the Crimea joining Russia. He believes that Yanukovich and his Donetsk oligarchs are in a better position to preserve the unity of Ukraine and,
eventually, deliver it to NATO.
In her struggle against the FarWest group Timoshenko's advisors already leaked to the press some of the classified information about the X-55 deal. Last year, her closest
advisor Alexander Turchinov and the former SBU general Kozhemyakin organized the three-part publication in the newspaper Novyi region. 1 According to the classified
documents published, FarWest LTD was in the center of the secret operation as the agent of Dick Cheney's circle of secret services operatives and ideologues, looking to create a
casus belli for attacking Iran. The operation was supervised by the front company of this group the private intelligence company Diligence LLC, chaired by Reagan's
Ambassador to Germany Richard Burt also of Alpha-Capital, shady monopoly of Russian oligarch Mikhail Friedman, and Barbour Griffith & Rogers one of the most influential
right-wing lobbying firms in Washington, close to the Bush Family.
After this publication, meetings were held between Timoshenko and Turchinov and Filin, Likhvintsev and Galaka. In the words of the Ukrainian sources, during some of them
both sides used foul language and exchanged physical threats. After one of such meetings in April 2007, SBU announced it had information about the plans to assassinate
Timoshenko. This announcement, the sources say, was to remind Timoshenko that Filin's threats were not empty words and to increase psychological pressure on her.
Apparently, Timoshenko correctly understood the hint and changed her tactics to show she was open to a compromise. There was a political reason too. Nobody wants to
antagonize secret services on the eve of new elections.
But Farwest couldn't take the risk that Timoshenko may use the X-55 episode again while Oleg Orlov was alive and could testify against them, especially, given the possibility
of US Democrats coming to power in 2008 and opening the official investigation. This sealed Orlov's fate.
The article in Left.ru contains also an interview with the chairman of the international editorial board of burtsev.ru Vadim Stolz who shares his thoughts about Olov's murder.
The interview was taken by Natasha Barch, representative of the Moscow group. The abridged translation of this interview as follows.
NB. Vadim, I gather by this time you had the opportunity to discuss the sad news about Oleg Orlov with your American friends. So my main question to you is: Why do the
Democrats refuse to raise the question about the smuggling of X-55s to Iran and the role of the Cheney gang in it?
VS. There is no one single answer to this. Several things should be kept in mind. First, even raising these questions in the mainstream press can provoke th ehell of a storm in
the United States. Just think about this. The White House transfer OMD to Iran's mullahs! And the same White House attacks Iraq under the false pretext of Saddam having
OMD! Even Hitler would have blushed at such a hypocrisy! This is more than cynicism. It shows the criminal mind at work in the very heart of the celebrated US system of
government. If the American people learn about this the entire political system will be shaken. And Democrats are no less interested in its preservation than the Republicans.
Class solidarity between the rulers that's the name of the game.
Second, the Democrats themselves might be indirectly involved in this crime. When in 1999 Filin and Likhvintsev came up with the plan to sell X-55s to China, Smeshko
(SBU) and Maleev (Ukrspetsexport) they agreed at once, but wanted Kuchma's approval. Kuchma provisionally agreed, but notified George Tenet, DCI. Tenet just didn't reply.
But he , no doubt, notified Clinton and Gore as well as Cheney's people. Tenet was a good boy to everyone, that's why Cheney let him stay after the Democrats had left. Then
the Chinese made a discreet inquiry with the Kremlin. The President apparently decided that there was nothing bad in improving China's defenses and did not interfere. After
that FarWest brought in their people in military intelligence and Rosvooruzhenie, as well as the notorious Viktor Bout, the old buddy since their Angola dealings in arms and
diamonds. And, lo and behold! In May 2000 the Chinese received half a dozen X-55s. Everyone was happy and pleased with FarWest. The Chinese, the Kremlin, and the
Ukrainians did not realize that this sale was a trap, which FarWest set up for them at the behest of the neocon cabal in the White House, the Pentagon, and the State Department.
NB. This is the first time I hear about the smuggling of X-55s as intended to be a trap for China. Usually they talk about Iran. Could you expand on this?
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VS. This is true. China as the target of Cheney's provocation has never been mentioned, to my knowledge. Apparently, people cannot comprehend how one can attack China.
But there exist strong evidence that the neocons planned a preventive war against China as early as 1998. Incidentally, this could be one reason they bought the so-called
Kurginyan's geopolitical conception. This is what Brzezinsky, in horror, called the new Holly Alliance between the United States, Russia, Israel, and India against China, the
Muslim world, and the old Europe. The old Zbig still foams at the mouth whenever he recalls this abominable idea. Yet the neocons reasoned very simply: Why wait before the
Chinese get stronger than us? Don't forger that Libby and Wolfowitz authored the thesis about the preventive strike against any country that could challenge the world
supremacy of the United States. They had grand plans. No less that a permanent revolution of sorts. Iraq was only for the appetizer. Next, Iran would be struck and has an
orange revolution of its own. That would give the neocons the control over China's supplies of oil and make it ready for a democratic revolution -- Tiananmen-2. What else can
the freedom loving American people do in the face of those Russians arming with WMDs the Chinese commies?! With China becoming democratic, the fate of Russia will be
sealed. Most people simply cannot imagine such plans can exist. Their consciousness falls behind their social being. Neocon ideologues are made of a different stuff. They
were schooled in neo-Trotskyism and neo-Hegelianism. This taught them to think in big historical categories. And their game is not over yet.
NB. What do you have in mind?
??. We see the liquidation of Orlov in the light of the coming strike against Iran, possibly a nuclear strike.
NB. Are you saying the Americans can still use the X-55 in Iran as a pretext for attacking it?
??. Nothing is off the table, as they say. With Orlov gone, FarWest has no witnesses left and can present the deal any way they want. They can create a fake like the
conspiracy in Nice and connect the smuggling with the Kremlin. They can weave whatever fabrication they want since they have all the details, all the names, so that the fake
will look irresistibly genuine. They can even implicate themselves for such an occasion. The neocon cabal has no choice. They have to create a crisis, to escalate things.
Otherwise, they risk to find themselves in that very garbage basket of history where they somewhat prematurely declared communism and Marxism to have belonged. A strike
against Iran will raise the stakes immensely and could allow them to introduce an emergency situation in the United States, extend the rule of Bush and Cheney, or, at least,
assure the victory of John McCain.
NB. Speaking of McCain... As you know, recently Anton Surikov, the chief troubleshooter for FarWest in Moscow, has been all over town trying to convince high officials that
burtsev.ru was hired by the Democrats, the CIA, and even the Bank of New York (!) to destroy FarWest, whose friend Rudolf Giuliani is the last hope of Russia. It's quite
amazing how keen Surikov is to assure Kremlin bureaucrats that it is exactly Giuliani who has the best chance to run on the Republican ticket, isn't it?
NB. (laughing) This is pure Surikov. Here is his calculation. He knows that the Kremlin is afraid of Democrats, but they also hate to see the openly Russophobic McCain in the
White House. This leaves Giuliani the least harmful option. So, in essence, Surikov is saying to these bureaucrats that our investigation of the illegal activities of FarWest
threaten the only informal channel of communication they have with the right-wing republicans and neocons, because this channel is FarWest. This is precisely why Surikov
cultivates in the Kremlin the ridiculous idea that the Democrats are more anti-Russian than the Republicans, even if they are of the completely insane variety that is in the
White House now. For FarWest this is the way of making themselves valuable, even irreplaceable in the eyes of the Kremlin, making it overlook their anti-Russian activities.
This is also a cover for their conspiratorial contacts with the agents of the Cheney cabal and other scum of the earth.
In reality, not the Democrats, but FarWest and this cabal behind it are dangerous to Russia and the sooner the Kremlin realizes this the fewer unpleasant surprises will it face
in 2008.
NB. Could you describe the bad guys behind FarWest?
VS. These are the very people who played important, perhaps crucial role in the destruction of the Soviet Union: Robert Gates, Rodric Braithwaite, Turki al-Faisal, Fritz
Ermarth. They represent conservative and neoconservative elites of Atlanticism. Now they conspire to destroy Russia.
NB. OK, let's summarize. Do you agree with the opinion of our Ukrainian sources that it was the conflict with Timoshenko that motivated FarWest to get rid of Orlov?
VS. Only in part. We believe that their motivation was more complex. I already mentioned the Iranian connection. Without Orlov, they can fake a stronger link between the
Kremlin and the X-55 deal. So that besides a casus belli against Iran Washington will have a pretext to put pressure on the Kremlin, even blackmail certain state security
officials and thus raise tensions in Moscow... But the Ukrainians are also right. FarWest needed to protect themselves from someone exploiting their vulnerability spot that
Orlov was. They also took into account the possibility that their conspiracy with the Western-Saudi cabal fails and Sergei Ivanov becomes the next President. Ivanov does not
trust FarWest and they know about his interest to the X-55 affair. So if Orlov survived till 2008 Ivanov would be able to use him against FarWest.
??????????

1 US Companies Linked to Vice-President Cheney Supervised the Transfer of Ukrainian WMD to Iran <http://left.ru/burtsev/ops/novyiregion.phtml>
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Far West LLC A company behind many black operations. Some names and information for further research

Below are a series of articles mentioning activities of Far West LLC A consulting firm with an odd way of doing business.
Also some pictures of players in the company and some background information on them. Researchers and readers familiar
with Peter Dale Scott (see his work in the Global Drug Meta Group which I think we have in the drugs board here) will
recognise many here. I have only included the English articles. There is much more in Russian at ????.??

IPROG "Experts" Update Their Mug Shots

Ruslan Saidov aka Ugur Mehmed (left) and Vladimir Filin aka "Ilyich", "El Buho". Photos courtesy Pravda.info

"Somewhere near Moscow": Anton Surikov (center) with Shatbai Shavit (left) and Dov Kontorer at the recent conference
of Israeli and Russian intelligence services organized by Sergei Kurginyan and his Experimental Creative Center. Photo

courtesy Forum.msk.ru

Owners of Far West Ltd (from the left): Ruslan Saidov, Vladimir Filin, Anton Surikov

Davidoviz-Muller's ties to LA fascism, to death squads, his double game with FARC are logical outcome of the social
nature of FarWest -- the mafiiso-political society born out of the New World Order, new fascism.

From the left: Filin, Saidov, Surikov. Recent photo from Finland

Vladimir Vladimirovich Litovchenko (b. 1960)
General-Major of the Main Intelligence Directorate, Ukrainian Ministry of Defense,

Vice-president of Far West LLC
Owner of several ethanol factories in Brazil,

business partner of George Soros
Known cover names:

Vladimir Ilyich Filin (Ukrainian and British passports)
F. P. Carvallo (Brazilian passport)

Stoikovich (Serbian passport)
Known handles: "Ilyich," "El Buho"

Anton Surikov -- Mansour Nathoev
Rt. Colonel of GRU, commander of the "security service" of the Cherkess Congress. Received special training in guerilla war

and psychological operations.

Fritz Ermarth of the Nixon Center and SAIC.
"Former" CIA officer, probably partly ethnic Adygei and distant relative of Surikov-Natkhoev. Main contact of Farwest in the

United States. Specialist in disinformation and false-flag operations. Representative of the US military-industrial complex and
post-Nazi elites in the Atlantic intelligence community. Member of the Bushes' inner circle of political and intelligence
operatives. Ideologically motivated Russophobe, one of the central figures in the ongoing secret war against Russia.

Sir Rodric Braithwaite of
Deutsche Bank and

David Cameron's Advisory Council on Foreign Affairs

Ruslan Saidovich Sadulaev (b. 1960)
Major-General, Advisor to the Minister of Defense, Republic Uzbekistan, head of the illegal "external intelligence service of Chechen
Republic," formerly "The Istambul Bureau" under President Maskhadov. Close associate of Khozh Nukhaev, wanted for the murder of

Paul Khlebnikov.
Known cover names

Ruslan Saidov (Russian passport),
Ruslan Muhammedovich Muhammedov (Uzbek passport), Nihat (Turkish passport)

Alexei Kolosovskii (b. 1960)
Ulrainian and British passports on

Alexei Likhvintsev
Major-General of

Ukrainian military intelligence, in charge of the Special Department "R" (Russia). Married to Liudmilla Rozkina, US and British passports,
former GRU agent.
Handles: "Pribalt"

Photo circa 1988-89

Igor Sechin (b. 1960), Kremlin functionary and the informal leader of Russian siloviki.
Served in Angola under Kolosovskii's command as military interpretor.

Major-General Valery Lunev (cover name)
KGB, Belarus
Handle: Lun

Alfonso Davidoviz-Mueller,
Cuban-Soviet double agent, banker, involved in narcotrafficking and money laundering, known to major secret services and used by

them. Married to the relative of Venezuelan General Mueller Rojas.
Handle: "Felix"
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"Former" CIA officer, probably partly ethnic Adygei and distant relative of Surikov-Natkhoev. Main contact of Farwest in the

United States. Specialist in disinformation and false-flag operations. Representative of the US military-industrial complex and
post-Nazi elites in the Atlantic intelligence community. Member of the Bushes' inner circle of political and intelligence
operatives. Ideologically motivated Russophobe, one of the central figures in the ongoing secret war against Russia.

Sir Rodric Braithwaite of
Deutsche Bank and

David Cameron's Advisory Council on Foreign Affairs

Ruslan Saidovich Sadulaev (b. 1960)
Major-General, Advisor to the Minister of Defense, Republic Uzbekistan, head of the illegal "external intelligence service of Chechen
Republic," formerly "The Istambul Bureau" under President Maskhadov. Close associate of Khozh Nukhaev, wanted for the murder of

Paul Khlebnikov.
Known cover names

Ruslan Saidov (Russian passport),
Ruslan Muhammedovich Muhammedov (Uzbek passport), Nihat (Turkish passport)

Alexei Kolosovskii (b. 1960)
Ulrainian and British passports on

Alexei Likhvintsev
Major-General of

Ukrainian military intelligence, in charge of the Special Department "R" (Russia). Married to Liudmilla Rozkina, US and British passports,
former GRU agent.
Handles: "Pribalt"

Photo circa 1988-89

Igor Sechin (b. 1960), Kremlin functionary and the informal leader of Russian siloviki.
Served in Angola under Kolosovskii's command as military interpretor.

Major-General Valery Lunev (cover name)
KGB, Belarus
Handle: Lun

Alfonso Davidoviz-Mueller,
Cuban-Soviet double agent, banker, involved in narcotrafficking and money laundering, known to major secret services and used by

them. Married to the relative of Venezuelan General Mueller Rojas.
Handle: "Felix"
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Davidoviz-Muller's ties to LA fascism, to death squads, his double game with FARC are logical outcome of the social
nature of FarWest -- the mafiiso-political society born out of the New World Order, new fascism.

From the left: Filin, Saidov, Surikov. Recent photo from Finland

Vladimir Vladimirovich Litovchenko (b. 1960)
General-Major of the Main Intelligence Directorate, Ukrainian Ministry of Defense,

Vice-president of Far West LLC
Owner of several ethanol factories in Brazil,

business partner of George Soros
Known cover names:

Vladimir Ilyich Filin (Ukrainian and British passports)
F. P. Carvallo (Brazilian passport)

Stoikovich (Serbian passport)
Known handles: "Ilyich," "El Buho"

Anton Surikov -- Mansour Nathoev
Rt. Colonel of GRU, commander of the "security service" of the Cherkess Congress. Received special training in guerilla war

and psychological operations.

Fritz Ermarth of the Nixon Center and SAIC.
"Former" CIA officer, probably partly ethnic Adygei and distant relative of Surikov-Natkhoev. Main contact of Farwest in the

United States. Specialist in disinformation and false-flag operations. Representative of the US military-industrial complex and
post-Nazi elites in the Atlantic intelligence community. Member of the Bushes' inner circle of political and intelligence
operatives. Ideologically motivated Russophobe, one of the central figures in the ongoing secret war against Russia.

Sir Rodric Braithwaite of
Deutsche Bank and

David Cameron's Advisory Council on Foreign Affairs

Ruslan Saidovich Sadulaev (b. 1960)
Major-General, Advisor to the Minister of Defense, Republic Uzbekistan, head of the illegal "external intelligence service of Chechen
Republic," formerly "The Istambul Bureau" under President Maskhadov. Close associate of Khozh Nukhaev, wanted for the murder of

Paul Khlebnikov.
Known cover names

Ruslan Saidov (Russian passport),
Ruslan Muhammedovich Muhammedov (Uzbek passport), Nihat (Turkish passport)

Alexei Kolosovskii (b. 1960)
Ulrainian and British passports on

Alexei Likhvintsev
Major-General of

Ukrainian military intelligence, in charge of the Special Department "R" (Russia). Married to Liudmilla Rozkina, US and British passports,
former GRU agent.
Handles: "Pribalt"

Photo circa 1988-89

Igor Sechin (b. 1960), Kremlin functionary and the informal leader of Russian siloviki.
Served in Angola under Kolosovskii's command as military interpretor.

Major-General Valery Lunev (cover name)
KGB, Belarus
Handle: Lun

Alfonso Davidoviz-Mueller,
Cuban-Soviet double agent, banker, involved in narcotrafficking and money laundering, known to major secret services and used by

them. Married to the relative of Venezuelan General Mueller Rojas.
Handle: "Felix"
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